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escabechina
It means destruction, destruction, chaos, slaughter, loss, ruin, despelote, hecatombe.  Degollina, massacre, butchery,
matazón.  Colloquially totazón or generalized loss of an exam by the students of a course. 

escabiar
Too steep elbow, drink, libar, take liquor overreact. Scratching ( in Colombia is the same as getting drunk; scabbio in
Italian is scabies, Welt, which produces that: scratch is 41.

escabio
It is a kind of low-quality wine.  It is also associated with liqueur, drunk, drunk, alcoholic.  It is a word of Italian origin (
Scabbi: came ).

escabiosis
It means that they suffer from ringworm or scabies.  Skin disease caused by mites.  Dirt. 

escabioso
It means blunt, he's got scabies.  Mangy.  He's got scrabiosis. 

escabiosos
Plural of scabioso .  It means that they are scabies, that they have scabies.  Mangy.  Who have scabies.  That they are
dirty or filthy.  They act lazily or negligently.  perzy, slow. 

escabrosa
It means rough, full of rocks.  Of very steep slopes.  It has many slopes.  It means abrupt, uneven, steep, tortuous,
broken, difficult, difficult, rough.  It can also mean murky, risky, twisted, obscene, immoral. 

escabroso
Land full of rocks, with very steep slopes.  It has a lot of unevenness.  It means abrupt, steep, tortuous, broken, difficult,
difficult, rough. 

escabrosos
Plural of rugged.  It means abrupt, steep, unevenly uneven, broken, tortuous. 

escabullido
It is an inflection of slipping.  In Colombia, he wants to tell Miss, escape, escape, escape, hide, hide, overshadow it.  .

escabullirse
It means getting lost, hiding, running away, running away, evading, slipping.

escachar
In Colombia, it means fail in the attempt to hit a ball, hitting the air or the ground.  Colloquially also say burst you the
chain, left of estray (strike, baseball), means make mistakes, fail, not atinar, not hitting.



escaciabanles
escaciabanles is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Escaceabanles" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
escaceabanles. It is an inflection of curbing. It means that they are already depleted them, ended them, missing them.
Les escaceaban. Missing, lessen, reduce, lower.

escalada
Scale inflection, which means climbing.  ascend, climb.  It means climb, climb, ascent. 

escaladas
It can mean promotions or raises.  Climbing to a Summit or a mountain.  It can also mean barrages, sequences,
seguidillas, tonga, salva.

escalafones
Listing offering a sort of people according to parameters previously set order. Classification of a group of people
according to their age, level of expertise, age or level of wages. List established ranges, parameters, or scales.

escalamientos
It means climbs, ascents.  Climbed.  It's the climbing exercises.  Mountaineering or climbing activities to summits.

escalda
It is the name of a river of Europe, which was born in France and runs through the Netherlands and Belgium.  Important
river of the Flanders region. 

escaldadura
Step action or effect.  Burn or irritation caused by continuous rubbing of clothing or contact with hot liquids.  Scalding. 

escaldo
It was the name given to the ancient Viking warrior poets.  They belonged to the court of the Scandinavian kings of the
Middle Ages and were authors of epic songs, family epics and heroic poems. 

escalera
It's the same as staircase.  Construction or structure that allows you to communicate various levels or heights.  Element
built with two slats or ropes and several steps or steps that allows you to climb or climb heights.  Element used for
scaling .  In Colombia ladder in a type of vehicle, bus or truck that serves to transport cargo and passengers.  We also
call it mixed bus, simply mixed or chiva.  It is widely used in rural regions and in places where peasant or indigenous
communities prevail.

escaleretas
The Escaleretas is a place of great importance within the Natural Park Sierra de Las Nieves in Parauta, Málaga province
in Spain.  There is an special geological, climatic zone, and there is a copy of Spanish FIR (FIR species), which are
calculated more than 500-year-old.

escalona
It is a surname of Spanish origin, especially in the province of Huesca.  In Colombia is the surname of one of the
greatest composers of the genre of vallenato music.  Rafael Calixto Escalona Martinez, was better known as the master



Escalona.  Escalona is also the name of a Colombian Telenovela that chronicled the life of the remarkable composer.  It
is also an inflection of staggered, meaning graduate set scales, categorize, form treads or belts.  Do something by
stages.  Rank.

escalonada
It means that it has steps or rungs.  That it is organized or distributed in a gradual and progressive manner.  It has
several stages that follow one after the other. 

escalonarlo
Staggering inflection.  It means to graduate, hierarchize, level.  Distribute or distribute in an orderly manner in spaces or
in time.  By intervals . 

escaloña
It is an Asian variety of onions.  It means Chinese onion variety.  It is also called a cast, charlotte, shallot, shallot.  Its
scientific name is Allium ascalonicum and belongs to the family Amaryllidaceae.

escalope
It is the name given to a thin slice of meat, frightened and fried.  It can be beef, veal, pork or even chicken. 

escalón
Augmentative of scale .  Step , harrow, scale .  Each of the platforms that on different levels form a staircase.  Each of
the parameters set for a promotion or progression.  Partial success, intermediate achievement. 

escalpe
Hair torn by the Sioux from their enemies and considered a war trophy.  Name given to the wound left by tearing off the
scalp. 

escalpelamiento
Scalping can also be used.  It is cutting or tearing off the scalp.  It was a trophy of war between Native American tribes. 

escalplo
It is a type of very sharp blade, which the tanning thighs of leg skin scrape them.  Blade used in tanneries.

escama
Corneal plate that covers the body of the fish and some reptiles.  Flattened blade.  Scars covering wounds or skin
infections.  In Colombia of the bulla colloquial fashion, scandal, noise.  Beat Flake is to make scandal, trumpeting a
gossip.

escamandro
Name of a Cretan prince, married to nymph Ida or Idea and who were parents of Teucro.  Name of the river that ran
through the Valley of Escamandria, near Troy, in the mythology of Ancient Greece.  Janto River.  It was the name of the
god of rivers or just the river-god.

escamas de sapo



It is a so-called shamanic ritual where he intends to use ancestral plants in human consumption. The molecule of God or
DMT, is known to be the most powerful hallucinogen of the developing world in drug for addicts disguised as friends of
ancestral medicine.

escamocha
It is the name given in Mexico to a preparation of chopped fruits with juice of various citrus fruits.  It is very special from
Jalisco and in other regions is called bionic.  It is similar to what in Colombia we call fruit salad, fruit cocktail or splash. 
There are several kinds of fruits chopped in squares or cubes and to which are added some juice of one of them or
orange juice.  There are many ways to prepare them and in some cases they add yogurt or cream of milk.  In some
countries and in Spain, leftover food is told to flaky or flaky. 

escamoso
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for bragging.  Fantoche, smug, vain, bluff, believable, presumptuous, ostentatious. 
It has the body covered with scales.

escamotear
It means manipulating, hiding or disappearing.  Deceive by hand play.  Steal, steal, subtract.  To vanish is to run away,
to flee.

escancia
Turning of pouring, which means pouring, serving, casting, trasegar.  Pouring of a liquor from quite a height over a glass
or a glass. 

escanciar
It means drinking, libar, drink, sip.  Action of serving the wine in the glasses. 

escanda
It is the same as spelt or spelt.  Large and coarse grain wheat.  Rustic wheat .  It is a variety of wheat, with scientific
name Triticum spelta.  It is known as spelt wheat, major spelt, major spelt or spelt wheat.  It is a hybrid of the Wild Spelt
(Tritucum dicoccoides).  It has been cultivated in the Iberian Peninsula for about 5000 years. 

escandalo
The correct term is (tilde) scandal.  In Colombia is synonymous with flocking, outrage, hubbub, bulla, revolt, disorder,
chaos, confusion, mess, anarchy, riot, get, rina, gazapera.

escandilar
escandilar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dazzling" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is dazzling. 
It means to momentarily blind by focusing a light directly in the eyes.  Dazzle your eyes.

escandinavia
It is an extensive region of Europe composed of Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Faroe Islands and part of Finland
(they are called Scandinavian countries).  Countries of Viking ancestors. 

escandinavo
It means that it is native to Scandinavia, a northern European region.  It consists of several countries: Sweden, Norway,



Denmark, Iceland, Faroe Islands and part of Finland.  You can also reference a Nordic source language.  It is divided
into East Scandinavian (Danish, Selanda, Funen) and Western Scandinavian (Icelandic, Faroese, Norwegian). 

escaneos
Plural of Scan.  Scan action or effect.  Is to revise or copy with a scanner.   Scanning is to get images of the inside of
something using a scanner.  It's also getting a picture of a text and saving it as a file on the computer.

escangallar
In some regions of Spain, it means to disrupt, destroy, spoil, damage, decompose, disarm.  Break , fractionate . 

escanio
A term that is being used by Spanish speakers to indicate seat.  This is because on many computer or mobile keyboards
there is no ñ.  Seat, is a type of chair with back.  In Politics it is the same as curul or put in a legislative body (senate,
chamber, assembly, council).

escanol
It is another common name in Mexico overlooking the trees of acacia (family fabaceae).

escaño
Chair with backrest and puffed.  Each of the seats or chairs parliamentary.  Site where you can sit comfortably.

escaparate
In the interior of Colombia is synonymous with Dresser, wardrobe.  It also means stained-glass, display cabinet, shelf,
desk.

escaparme rapido
In colloquial way Colombia is slipping away, leaving a place soon (usually from the office, to go to the House).  It is also
evade or avoid something that is uncomfortable or annoying.

escapo
It's a turning point of escaping.  It means running away, running away, leaving.  Save yourself, avoid.  In Botany is the
name of is a stem that comes out of the rhizome, is devoid of leaves and at the end supports a flower.

escapulario
It is a rope that is used as a necklace and carrying on the front a few cloths with sacred images.  It is used by religious
and very devout Catholics.  It is also a piece of long cloth, part of the dress of some congregations (especially
Carmelites) by way of semicapa.  It is called monastic scapular.

escara
It is a portion of necrotic tissue, which can appear on the skin or subcutaneous tissue.  Used as a synonym for crust,
caracha (though the crust is really different).

escarabajo
They're the same cardrivers or coleoptera.  It is estimated that there are more than 375. 000 species.  They are insects



that have consistent wings and form a kind of box that protects their bodies.  They belong to the Coleoptera Order.  In
the world cycling slang is the nickname by which every Colombian pedalist is known, for the fame of being very good
climbers.  In Colombia beetle is the popular way to call the German car Volkswagen Beetle, also known as volko, vocho
or flea.  It is a small car, very resistant and that does not have a radiator.

escaramujo
Fruit of the wild rose.

escaramujos
It is the same as rose hip or what they call tapaculos in Spain.  They are the fruits in Berry of the plants in the family
Rosaceae.  Petals pink matte result.  Cinorrodon.

escaramuza
It is a short between two groups of people.  In Colombia is synonymous with fray, get, gazapera, flurry, Brawl, scandal,
rina, pendency, pomp.

escarapela
In Colombia it is a kind of card that is carried with tape to the neck or attached to the height of a nipple, in order to
identify itself.  It is used in companies or also in events such as a congress.  It can also be a type of ornament made with
colored ribbons, which can also be called rosette, rosette or cucarda.  In Argentina, patriotic symbol.  Inflection of
cockling, which means scraping, scratching, peeling, removing or removing scars.

escarapelar
Remove the scars or scabs, scraping.  In Colombia it means raer, scraping and sanding.  Remove the surface layers of
something, Peel.

escarapuche
The scarapuche can also be a dish prepared with pieces of pork, rabbit or beef, which can be roasted in a pan
accompanied by paprika, tomato.  onion, olive oil, vinegar and salt.   In some forms of preparation egg is also added.

escarar
It is the process of forming scab, scab or caracha in a wound or burn.  Necrotic tissue that after a certain time covers a
wound or burn.  In Medicine is the generation of a necrotic tissue due to a burn, wound or laceration.

escaras
Plural of escara .  Carachas, scabs.  In Colombia escara is a portion of necrotic tissue, which can appear on the skin or
in the subcutaneous tissue, during the healing process in a wound or burn.  It is used as a synonym for scab , caracha (
Although the scab is really different). They are also wounds or peels that occur in a patient by permanent rubbing of the
skin with the sheets.

escarbar
It means search, dig or remove.  Dig, dig, dig.  By extension research, find out, snoop around, squinting, inquire.

escarbón
It means that he digs a lot, that he investigates, that he scrutinizes. 



escarbroita
To say that it is of Scandinavia, Scandinavian origin.  It is the name of a mineral that is also called tucanita.

escarcela
In Colombia and especially the coffee, it means small portfolio, Holster, purse.

escarchilla
It is a diminutive of frost.  It means very Petite frost.  What a snow.  Very often volatile ice.

escarda
It can be an inflection of weeding, which means weeding, cleaning, weeding or weeding.  It is also the name of a special
tool, a kind of hoe that is used to weed the weed. 

escardar
It means weeding, weeding, weeding.  Eliminate weeds, herbs or undesirable plants in cultivated or farmed land. 
Remove thistles.  It can also be called clean or cleaning. 

escardiendo
It is an inflection of weeding, which means separating the good from the bad or pulling weeds from a crop, weeding. 

escardilla
It is one of the ways of calling in Venezuela a hoe, hoe or jada, a tool for agricultural use. 

escardillar
It means using the shear by digging the ground.  Hoisting, staggering, wallowing or digging the ground.  this term is thus
used in Venezuela.  Dig. 

escarigüela
It is also possible to use the terms escarihuela or carihuela.  It is a term used to designate very narrow and steep roads
or paths, built in zigzags on very steep or steep mountain slopes, sometimes being necessary to carve rock or stone.  It
is mostly used in the regions of Granada and Murcia in Spain. 

escarihuela
Narrow, stony and zigzagging road built on the slopes of steep mountains.  Crossing.  The term carihuela can also be
used in the same sense. 

escarlata
It means bright red, red on, red.  It was the name of a fabric of Asian origin.  Scarlet is also a way to call the Scarlet Ibis,
Scarlet ibis, cider, guara or red heron.  Its scientific name is Eudocimus ruber and belongs to the family
Threskiornithidae.

escarnio
Very cruel mockery that is made in public.  Humiliation, affront, outrage. 



escarnioso
It means that it mocks, that it mocks.  He makes offensive taunts.  That makes a mockery. 

escarola
It is one of the common names of an edible plant.  It is also known as chicory, Endive, indibia, salad, radicchio or
Romaine lettuce.  .  Its scientific name is Cichorium endivia and belongs to the family Asteraceae.

escarolar
It means pleating, folding, folding, pucker, pucker, curl.  Give forms or folds a paper or a fabric.

escarpa
You can also use escarpd.  It means slope or inclination in Topography.  In Architecture is the inclined plane of a wall of
a fortification.  Slipper, sloping plane, skirt.

escarpia
It is a kind of nail that has the head bent or bent, which allows objects or ropes to hang on it. 

escarpines
Species of wool stockings used by babies.  Type of closed shoes, lightweight, single seam and single sole.  Wool woven
shoes for babies. 

escasa o escaza
low or scarce is incorrectly written and should be written as "Sparse" being its meaning:<br>The right thing is sparse. It
is an adverb of quantity in the feminine. Means the amount that is less than the expected or needed. Little, limited, little,
short, poor, lacking, needy, incomplete, insufficient.

escases
scarcity is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Shortages" being its meaning:<br>The word is not written
correctly. The right thing is scarcity. It means poverty, missing essentials, that is not enough, what is required.
Diminishing of one thing. Poquedad, meanness, stunted.

escatimar
It means saving, saving, reducing the amount that is used or spent of something.  Keep, book, take care.

escativar
It means taking a very heavy blow, taking a root, falling violently. 

escato
It is a Greek prefix which means manure, excrement.

escatofobia
It means fear or aversion to fecal matter or excrement. 



escatomancia
It is the type of purported divination that is done by analyzing fecal matter (in some cases from animals).  It is also
known as co-production. 

escatopléjico
Refers to a person who can only communicate in vulgar or bland terms.  Inability to use decent language.  It can also
mean out-of-place, you are not compliant anywhere.

escatófago
It's the same as slab or copybar.  It is the way to designate an animal that feeds on manure or excrement.

escaupil
It was a padded or cotton-coated shirt that the Mexican Indians used as armor or armor.  Cotton breastplate.  The word
derives from the term in Nahuatl ichcahuipilli meaning cotton shirt.

escayola
A layer of plaster that covers a bone so that it is immobilized.  Splint. 

escábrido
In botany, it is the plant organ that has rough surfaces, made up of rigid hairs.  Of stiff hairs.  Rough 

escálamo
It is a rounded stake where the oars, canaletes or levers of the small wooden boats are moored.  Nightstick, Mace. 
Rods of metal that serves as support for the rowing.  Cabilla, stake, ball bearing, fork.

escápula
In anatomy, is a large, flat, and triangular bone of the shoulder.  It is another name that has the scapula.  In Colombia
we also tell palette.

eschilampado
It's an achilampar inflection.  In the peasant slang of Costa Rica and especially of the coffee producers is the agronomic
practice of eliminating branches that do not have coffee beans or leftover branches of the coffee.  Coffee to which
leftover or fruitless branches have been removed.

esciarro
It is a term used in Geology and Geophysics.  It means boiling lava course, lava flow.  Incandescent lava flow, coming
from an erupting volcano.

escincomorfos
It has the shape of a skinco or a sly.  Real lizards.  They belong to the Infraorder or Superfamily Scincomorpha of
reptiles.

escinde
It is an inflection of splitting, which means cutting.  It means short, divide, cut, section, separate.  In physics it is the



action of bombarding the atomic nucleus with neutrons and is done to release energy. 

escindir
It means cut, split, cercen, section, separate.  In Physics is the action of bombarding the atomic nucleus with neutrons
and is done to release energy.

esciros
It is the name of one of the Spuradas Islands (meaning scattered), which are located in the Aegean Sea and belong to
Gracia. 

esclavina
It is a kind of mozzetta, neck or short layer used by pilgrims in the processions.  Short coat that some clerics use on their
garments.

esclavizante
That demands total dedication. Not allowing rest. That requires much effort.

esclera
In medicine it is the membrane of white, thick and resistant that constitutes the outermost layer of the eyeball. It is very
rich in Collagen fibers. It is also called sclera.

esclerodermia
In Medicine, it's the name of a skin disease.  Dermatological disease .  It means that the skin gets hard and rough with
bulges.  It is due to abnormal growth of connective tissues, so it can also affect internal organs. 

escoba
Home implementation that is used for sweeping .  Flying horse used by witches.  Jocular name given to the
accompanying vehicle of the cycle races that goes far behind the peloton picking up the athletes who retire.  Name of a
Colombian tropical song.

escobal
Place where there are many brooms.  Place where there are many brooms, which is a tree also called in Colombia white
claw, plank, body, spilon or ribbon.  In the name of broom it is mostly used in the anti-ooqueña region.  Its scientific
name is Xylopia amazonica from the family Annonaceae.  Name of a Alto in Antioquia .  Name of a Wasteland and a
Vereda in El Cocuy, Boyacá. 

escobazo
It is the blow that is given with a broom.  Blow that formerly gave the mothers to the children who annoyed them when
they did trade or that was used to scare the chickens of the patio. 

escobilla
Common name of many herbaceous plants that serve to make brooms.  In car mechanics is the name of two charcoals
or graphite blocks that go at the start of the engine.  Diminutive broom.  Small broom, broom.  It is usually used to clean
the bathrooms.



escobillón
Squeegee and broom augmentative .  Large broom used to sweep the floor.  Type of brush for cleaning the floor.  A
long-handled instrument at the end of which is a cylinder with bristles, which is used to clean the barrel of guns.  It is
also one of the common names for a plant, also known as red calistemo or brush tree.  Its scientific name is Callistemon
citrinus and it belongs to the family Myrtaceae.  Callistemon means beautiful stamens. 

escobitas
In Colombia and especially in Bogotá is the term that was used in the past with Edis (toilet company) employees.  By
extension used today with public cleaners.

escochín
It is one of the multiple forms of Mexicans from the coasts of the Gulf to call to fish, but especially the Balistes polylepis
in the Balistidae family.  Also say you Cachudo, cochi, boot, cochito, triggerfish, pig comal, guns.

escocia
It is the name of a country in the United Kingdom whose capital is Edinburgh.  Another major city is Glasgow. 

escoge
It is an inflection of choose.  It means choosing, choose, select, prefer, take, highlight, set aside, separate.

escogerme
Action in which I am separated or preferred in any kind of election or among a group of candidates. Choose me, choose
me, highlight me, depart, prefer me, separate me.

escoito
Escoito is a word in Galician. Then I hear, I hear.

escolapio
A priest belonging to the order of Saint Joseph of Calasanz.  Cure, priest or cleric poor and regular of the order of
Mother Mary.  They are also called Piarists or Calasancios.  Mostly dedicated to Christian education in poor
communities.

escolar
It is one of the common names receiving the marine fish Lepidocybium flavobrunneum of the family Gempylidae.  Other
common names: fish oil (Uruguay), oil (Cuba), miramelindo or miramelinda (Ecuador).  It is located in all the seas.  In
Japan is considered toxic because of the high content of fatty esters and its consumption is forbidden.

escolarca
Name given in Ancient Greece to the Director of a school of Philosophy.  Rector, guarantor of the coherence of doctrine.

escolequifobia
It means fear of worms (larvae). 



escolgar
The correct term is off-hook.  Get an object from which is hung.  In Colombia used to say down, removal, get, remove. 
SAG, is used in cycling slang to denote it is lowered at high speed.

escolio
Note or comment that is handwritten in the margin of a text or written .

escolionofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of attending an educational establishment.  Fear of going to school.  It can also be considered
as phobia to be forced to practice a certain philosophical doctrine. 

escollera
It is a type of structure as a dike and made with stones or rocks with the aim of controlling the waters of the sea.  Which
is formed by pitfalls.  Name of a restaurant and a nightclub in Cartagena de Indias. 

escollo
Inconspicuous rock that constitutes a hazard to navigation.  Obstacle, problem, difficulty, reef, Bank, breaker, bajio,
danger, tripping.

escolofriante
It means it produces chills or a lot of fear.  It terrifies or shudders.  It produces terror or dread.  It can mean amazing,
awesome.  The greatest use is given to mean scary, shocking, creepy, horrible, dreadful, terrible. 

escolta
The person who protects a character.  A person who accompanies and protects permanently.  Bodyguard, guarura,
guardian, companion, Entourage.

escomite
It is another way to call in Mexico a variety of white beans.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus acutifolius and belongs to
the fabaceae family.  It is native to Sonora and is also known as yorimuni, tépari, pavi, pawi.  

escondedero
Site appropriate to hide or to hide something safely.  Secret place, place to hide something.  Hideaway, refuge, asylum,
Lair, Burrow, cave, cache.

esconderse
It is the action into a hiding place.  Hide, be crouching, bending.

escondite
Ideal place to relocate, if it does not find it.  In Colombia has synonyms: cache, asylum, refuge, shelter, Lair, Burrow,
cave, Grotto, hiding.  Name of ancient and famous Bogota nightclub.

escondrijo
Secret place, place to hide something.  Hideaway, refuge, asylum, Lair, Burrow, cave, hiding.



escoñetar
In Colombia it means to damage, damage, disrupt, unsettle.  Unjoin a pipe at the ends, disconnect .  It is also said to
undo.

escopaestesia
Scopanaesthesia is the feeling of being watched.  Feel that you are being observed. 

escoplo
It is a hand tool that the carpenter uses to till the wood.  In Colombia we also call it formon.  It is also a surgical
instrument, which is used to cut bones.

escopolamina
It is the name of a powerful substance of the group of alkaloids.  It is also known as burundanga or hyoscine.  It can be
obtained from several plants of the Solanaceae family, including belladonna, beleño, mandrágora or sabanero cocoa.  In
Colombia it is extracted mainly from sabanero cocoa, angel trumpet or burundanga.  It has medical uses in very low
doses, but its excess bends the mind and can cause death. 

escopolaminas
Widely used narcotic substance to make misdeeds and committing unlawful.  It is also called burundanga, datura.  It is
as natural alkaloid in cocoa Sabanero, Floripondio, Angel trumpet or Borrachero ( Brugmansia arborea ) , family
Solanaceae.

escoramiento
Scurgear action and effect.  It means that it leans sideways by a current or by moorings.  Action of propping up the boat
with the escoras. 

escorar
It is a term used in seamanship.  It means that it leans sideways by a current or by the moorings.  Action of shoring up
the boat with the heels. 

escorchón
It's an augmentative of scorcha.  It means discomfort, annoyance, annoyance, inconvenience.  It is a term used in
Argentina.  Annoying, awkward, annoying.  Importuno, fool, fregón.

escoria
Greyish residue resulting from the combustion of coal.  Waste, ash, embers, waste, residue and debris, despoliation,
sobra, impurity, dreg.  It is also used to designate a vile, despicable person.

escoria de moda
It refers to the backlog, residue, dispossession, sobra, impurity, debris of fashion.  Part of the fashion not current, late, or
desprestigiada.  Kind of fashion.

escoriaciones
It is the plural of abrasions.  It means scratches, scrapes, lacerations, superficial wounds.



escorias
Plural of slag.  Greyish residue resulting from the combustion of coal.  Waste, ash, embers, waste, residue and debris,
despoliation, sobra, impurity, dreg.  It is also used to designate a vile, despicable person.

escornacabras
It can mean that it gets the goats drunk, that it intoxicates the goats.  It is one of the names of a pioneering shrub plant
of ecological interest.  Its scientific name is Pistacia terebinthus and belongs to the family Anacardiaceae .  It is known
by other common names: horns, horns, charneta, bugle, lentisco, jentisco, descuernacabra or terebinto.  Its fruits are
desired by various birds.  It is native to the Western Mediterranean.  

escorredor
In Colombia we use the terms colander or drainer.  They are channels and ditches to help drain the flooded or flood
waters.  We also say curbs or gutters.  Perimeter channels are called in the oil industry.  Drains, drainage channels.

escorrentía
It is the name given to the natural flow of rainwater, by the action of gravity.  Action or effect of draining .  Rainwater that
drains freely through a piece of land. 

escorzos
It was a technique in painting that was intended to obtain the appearance of third dimension in a box, giving it more
volume and intensity to painting. It was used from about 300 A. C. until the middle ages. Bumps.

escota
In Nautical it is a type of rope or cape that serves to hunt or tighten the sails. 

escote
Neckline of a blouse.  Free or clear space that leaves a blouse on a woman's chest or back. 

escotero
In Colombia it means that it has no ornaments or washers.  Simple.  It is also used to designate that you travel without
suitcases or cargo.  It can mean single, lonely, single, isolated, squat or helpless.

escotilla
In Nautical is each of the openings found on each deck of a ship.  Openings on the deck of the ship that allows you to
climb or go up to another level. 

escotoma
It is an alteration in the field of vision in which there is an area in which vision is null.  Blind spot. 

escotomafobias
fears of going blind, fears of blindness (even temporary).  Fear of not being able to see. 

escozor
Annoying sensation in the skin produced by hives.  Desires to scratch.  Piquiña , itching , hives , scratches , itching ,



pruritus , itching .  It can also mean cravings, desires, desires, longings, commitment, eagerness. 

escrache
It is the name given to the protests at home.  They are made at the place of residence or office of the officer that police
or objects to which the mass.

escracher
It is a word of Occitan origin ( old French ) that is derived from protest. Escracher is a person who takes part in a protest.
Escrache is a type of demonstration which consists of going to protest directly to the home or office ( office ) the official
who wants to denounce something affecting the community. It is widely used in the Southern Cone of South America (
Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, ) and in Venezuela and Spain.

escrespado
In Colombia means of Kinky hair with curls. It also means malgeniado, bravo, in a bad mood, angry. Rough sea, with
many waves, blustery.

escriba
Knowledgeable and interpreter of Hebrew law.  Person who takes dictations, translates or copies texts.  Amanuense,
copyist, scribe, scribe. 

escribano
A person who was devoted to hand copy the writings and documents.  Notary public.  Write, clerk, notary, clerk,
Secretary, employee, typist, typesetter, scribe, scribe and calligrapher, substantiating.

escribiendo
It is an inflection of writing.  It means making graphs with a pencil.  Scratch, write.

escriño
It means basket or basket made with straw.

escrito circular
A circular or circular letter is a briefing note which is shared or distributed to all those deemed interested in its content.

escritorio
Furniture used for writing.  Furniture or writing table of the clerk, student or scribe.  It usually has drawers to store
papers. 

escrofulosis
Inflammation of the lymph nodes of the neck by tuberculosis.  Scrofulae.  In medicine it is an infectious process that
affects the lymph nodes, especially those of the neck.  It was highly studied and described in several books by the
French physician Jean Guillaume Auguste Lugol.  It is caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis agent
causing tuberculosis. 

escrofúlide



Who suffers from scrofula.  Tubercules are a bacterial condition in the neck of TB patients.  It originates in the lymph
nodes.  By extension infection of the skin of bacterial origin .

escrupulos
The correct term is unscrupulous (with tilde always).  It means distrust, disgust, punches, repairs, apprehensions,
gingerbreads, fears, squeamishness, disgust.

escrupuloso
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for asquiento, jilimisco, fussy.  A person who feels scruples, disgust or revulsion by
many things, especially food.

escrúpulo
In Colombia we use it synonymously with regard to care, consideration, suspicion, fear, consciousness, mincing, repair.

escrúpulos
Plural of scruple .  Qualms, awareness or considerations that you have to do something.  It means misgivings, disgusts,
looks, qualms, apprehensions, melindres, fears, remelets, repugnance.

escuadrón
It is a basic unit of the armed forces, which can be a picket of soldiers commanded by a captain, a cavalry unit equally
commanded by a captain, a fraction of the air force with a certain group of war aircraft or also a group of warships of the
naval force.  Squad Augmentative.  Flotilla. 

escuajo
Escuajo or uprooting is a condition suffered by young children when they begin to walk and fall several times from him
bottom.  It manifests with diarrhea and vomiting very foul, very difficult to cure and treat.  It is only cured with massage of
an elderly woman and a strip of white cloth.  It is very rare, because medically it has no explanation.  It is an inflection of
escuajarse or detach it.  Doctors say is that humans don't have rennet, but is something real and the only way that heals
is as I have described it.  It is even so common in peasant and indigenous communities that have trees which they call
friends or accomplices, where to hang children's garments to order that their children will not suffer this evil.

escualizar
In Colombia we use the word escualizar to indicate search balance.  It is the action and reaction of a body located in a
spring to undergo two actions or anti forces.  It is the reaction of a spring when it is subject to a weight.  Cushioning.

escuádilos
In Colombia, it means weak, drawn, malnourished.

escuálida
Especially in the Department of Tolima in Colombia, it means starved, bony, malarial, stunted, pale, weak, esmirriada,
enclenque, skeletal, skinny.  Person's unhealthy, sickly appearance.

escuálido
Especially in the Department of Tolima in Colombia, it means starving, malarial, stunted, pale, weak, esmirriado,
enclenque, skeletal, skinny.  Person of sickly appearance, canijo.  It can also be used to mean related to sharks



(sharks).

escuchame
It is an inflection of listen.  It means hearing, serve, perceive, learn, pay attention.

escuchar
It means attending to and understanding what another person tells us.  Hear. 

escudería
In Motorsport Slang and especially Formula 1, it means team.  It is used by extension in all motorsports.  Set of people
made up of mechanics, auxiliaries, drivers, endowments and mechanisms that integrate a collective in an motor sport.

escudero
Warrior who uses a shield to defend himself.  Paje bearing the knight's shield.  Gentleman's assistant.  It is used as
synonymous with page, companion, collaborator, helper.  In Spain it is the surname of a footballer, who plays for Sevilla,
as a defender.  Its full name is Sergio Escudero Palomo .

escudilla
It is a kind of semi-circular shape bowl, which is used to take soup in the field.  It is also a common name for a plant,
also known as Paraguay or Yerbaní.  Its scientific name is Scoparia dulcis.  It has medicinal uses.

escudillar
It means serving a soup, broth or changua on a plate where there is chopped bread. 

escudo
It means protection, defense, amparo, coat, coat of arms, arms, emblem, gusset, Buckler, aegis, shield, Buckler,
Buckler.  Weapon usually defensive metal, designed to protect the body of the lances and blows of the enemy. 
Protection of arms and war ships, made of thick steel sheets.  Name of the currencies of many countries which have
already ceased to circulate (Chile, Bolivia, Portugal, Mozambique, Angola and several former Portuguese colonies). 
Currently only the Cape Verde Escudo being circulated.

escudriñado
Inflection of scrutinized .  It means looking closely, finding out carefully, inspecting the adetalle, scrupulating, reviewing,
investigating.  Searching, figuring out, inspecting, checking, scrupulating, investigating. 

escudriñar
It means searching, figuring out, reviewing very carefully.  Examine carefully.  Browse, explore, investigate, investigate,
look, observe.

escuela
In Colombia it is a type of educational institution of a public nature and primary basic education.   It can also mean
education, doctrine, current, style, training, teaching.

escuelazo



Protest meeting held at a school.  It can be done by only teachers, only students, parents and students or by all
educational experience. 

escuelita
Diminutive school, small school.  School of vereda, with few students.  Name of an old radio program (The Little School
of Doña Rita). 

escueto
It means simple, devoid of decorations.  Precise, parco, concise, brief, sober, short, concise, naked.

escuinapa
Escuinapa is the name of a coastal town in the State of Sinaloa in Mexico. It is famous for its production of shrimp,
peppers and mangoes.

escuintle
Escuincle can also be used.  It is a term used in Mexico and Central America, of Náhuatl origin that means hairless dog. 
By extension, toddler, boy, pelaito.

esculcar
In Colombia is used as a synonym for requisitioning, rebrujar, spy.  Action of inquire or find things among the belongings
of another person, among other properties.

esculina
It is a toxic substance that is obtained from the false chestnut.  It is used in Biochemistry to prepare BEA or ABE (Bilis
Esculina Agar) which is used to isolate and identify Enterococcus, Salmonella and Streptococcus bacteria.

escullar
It means dripping, draining, watering. 

escullir
In Catalan tiles or escullir is choose, choose.

esculpido
Inflection of sculpting.  It means carving, molding. 

esculpidor
Man who is dedicated to sculpting.  Sculptor, who makes sculpture.  It is dedicated to carving or molding. 

escultismo
It is the generic name that receives the movement of boy scouts or boyscouts.  Doctrine that forms children scouts. 
Promotes ecology and solidarity. 

escultista



It means person who practices Scouting.  Boyscout.  Boy Explorer or Explorer . 

escultor
He's the person who's making sculpture.  It makes carving or molding shapes in three dimensions.  Sculpter. 

escums
escums is incorrectly written and should be written as "Escum, escumes" being its meaning:<br>Escum, is not the
Spanish language but the Catalan Word. Its plural is escumes. Therefore, Escums is misspelled. The meaning is foam
and foams.

escupida
Inflection of spitting.  Action or effect of spitting .  Spit, sputum.  Have it expelled from the mouth. 

escupidera
It is a container used in dental offices for patients to spit out.  It can be made of steel, earthenware or ceramic. 
Repeated action of spitting.  Throwing sputum or saliva. 

escupinajo
Spitting, spitting.  Block of saliva expelled forcefully . 

escupiña
It means saliva.

escupitajo
It means spit, sputum, spit, spit, phlegm, gargajo.  Strong ejection of airway secretion or expectoration.  Action and
effect of spitting . 

escusón
Shield in Heraldry is a smaller shield that is placed inside a shield equivalent to a third of the size of the main and more,
in the same way.  Is situated in abyss and the center of the coat of arms.  Overshield.

escutoide
It means similar or resembling the scutellum, part of the thorax of some insects (beetles or dung).  It is the natural
geometric form in which are grouped together and multiply the epithelial cells.   It is a Prism with a vertex in the middle
and has concave or convex side faces.  In essence it can be summarized as a Prism with one vertex more.

escúter
It is an anglicism by scooter.  It is the same as moped or very light or faired motorcycle.  Motorcycle of very low
displacement that has a platform to support the feet. 

esdras
Name of an Old Testament High Priest.  Name of priest who was held captive in Babylon and who on his return
introduced the Torá in Jerusalem.  It is considered a male name of Hebrew origin and also an abbreviation of Azaryahu,
which means God helps.  Name of a Book of the Holy Bible, of the Old Testament. 



eseccional
The correct term is exceptional.  It means privileged, unique, rare, unique, extraordinary, different.

esepto
esepto is incorrectly written and should be written as "Except" being its meaning:<br>The word is incorrectly written.
Skeptical or esepto is a wrongly refer to skeptical or skepticism. Unbeliever, atheist. Except: Is an adverb of mode,
which means except for outside, without which, however, no.

esfeno
It is a type of mineral, of the class of silicates.  Chemically it is a silicate of Titanium and Calcium.  It is also called
sphene or titanite. 

esfera
In Geometry it is a geometric body that is shaped like a ball or ball.  Which is balloon-shaped. 

esferificar
It means spherically shaped an object or thing.  Assemble or form a ball or ball. 

esfero
In Colombia and especially in Bogota it is the same as spherographic, pen, birome, pen.  I implement that it has a mine
with ink and that it is used to write (the explanation of the word is that at the tip of every mine there is a ball or metal
sproom that rotates and makes the ink flow).

esferodactílidos
It is the castilianization of the technical word Sphaerodactylidae, which is the name of a family of geckos.  It means with
round or circular fingers.

esférica
Concerning the sphere .  It has a balloon, ball or ball figure.  Colloquial ball, ball, ball, spoiled, freckled. 

esforzato
This word is not in the Spanish language. If it's Italian, it should be written Sforzato. And in Spanish it means brave.
Worked hard, it means, with much difficulty, with much effort, forced, demanded. Singing it is giving a sustained with
great force, which generates much difficulty.

esforzato
This word is not in the Spanish language. If it's Italian, it should be written Sforzato. And in Spanish it means brave.
Worked hard, it means, with much difficulty, with much effort, forced, demanded. Singing it is giving a sustained with
great force, which generates much difficulty.

esgrimista
It is the term used to designate the athlete who practices fencing, in any of its modalities (foil, epee, sabre).  By
extension it is used in Colombia to designate a person who is an expert in avoiding or dodging problems, a peaceful
person who does not get into trouble or trouble. 



esguellant
In Catalan it means squeals.

esguízaro
It means poor and helpless.  Helpless. needed.  Swiss.

eskarri casco
It is a phrase in Basque meaning search, use or get case. It is a safety notice in the industry involving the use of helmet
is mandatory when entering.

eskay
It is the name of a record producer in the United States, of Greeneville, Tennessee.  It is the way of pronouncing the
word of English Sky (heaven).

eskrima
Philippine fencing.  It is a type of martial art very heterogeneous and without defined standards.  It varies a lot according
to the teachers who taught it and its training schools.  It also receives the names of Arnis or Kali.  It has also influence of
other martial arts and even Spanish classical fencing schools.

eskuzabaltasuna
It is a word of the Basque language. In Spanish it means generosity.

eslabón
The name of each of the pieces in the shape of a ring or a closed curve, which makes up a chain.  Annular and
independent piece forming a chain.  An element that serves as a link and relationship in a series of things. 

eslardar
It means to cause itching, scratching, generating itching, itching.  Scratch . 

eslavo
Name of an ancestral Indo-European people who settled in the central part of Europe.  Name of the language spoken by
that people. 

eslinga
It is the name given to a tape, belt or safety strap, which is used for the laying of loads. 

eslogan
Phrase or Word that promotes a product.  You mean motto, you luggage.  It is the castilianization of the word Slogan,
which means short propaganda, slogan, review, theme.

eslovaco
It means that Slovakia is a European country.  Name of the language spoken in Slovakia. 



esloveno
It means that it is native to Slovenia, a country located south of Austria, in Central Europe and with coasts on the
Adriatic Sea.  Name of a primitive people of that same region and the language they spoke.   . 

esmalte
In Colombia we say a kind of oily paint enamel.  It is a technique of art which is a coating of parts with a layer of glass
powder and a special substrate at high temperatures.  Used in pottery, ceramics and other handicrafts.  In anatomy and
dentistry, is natural glossy coating that covers the teeth.  It is a cosmetic for nails.

esmaltes
Viscous substance of varied colors that ladies used to beautify the nails. Paints or lacquers used to paint outdoors.

esmedregal
It is a marine fish of Rachycentron genre that is known by other names such as black tuna, cobia, peixopalo, cod. He
lives in the Gulf of Mexico. Its scientific name is Rachycentron canadum. There is another called Pacific Amberjack 40
marine fish; Seriola dumerili ) but this is a Perciformes of the Carangidae family and has the names of fish, lemon,
seriola, coronado or milk. Some mistakenly tell him esmedregal and generate confusion.

esmerada
It means with dedication, with eagerness, with good attention, with effort.  With efficiency and promptness.  Dedicated,
consecrated, applied. 

esmeralda
Emerald is incorrectly written and it should be written as Emerald ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>Emerald is the
name of a gemstone of green, who is in Colombia in the mines of Muzo and Somondoco, Department of Boyacá.  It is a
green variety of the Beryl and sometimes has small amounts of chromium and vanadium.  He is also the a woman's
name, which means " Which radiates purity " " Beautiful as the same name 34 gemstone; It is a name of Latin origin. 
Name of Venezuelan Telenovela that Lupita Ferrer played.  It is also a light green colour.

esmeraldear
Work in emerald mine or negotiate with them.  Work of the emerald . 

esmeraldeño
It refers to who is a native of the Province of Esmeraldas in Ecuador.   It can also refer to the native of the Canton or the
city of Esmeraldas also in that country.  The city is also called San Mateo de las Esmeraldas. 

esmerarse
It is the action of putting interest or commitment to run something and do it well.  Being anxious can worry, striving,
devote, devoted.

esmerejón
It is the common name of a type of kestrel or falcon.  It is typical of the Northern Hemisphere, it is found in Europe and
North America.  Its scientific name is Falco columbarius and belongs to the Falconidae family.

esmeril



Very hard mineral from which you get dust or abrasive sand.  Iron and Aluminum are generally constituted.  Stone used
for grinding, polishing or polishing.  Grinder.  Small and small caliber artillery piece.  Circular deformed machine or
instrument used to grind (grind, polish, file, sand) .   It is used for sharpening and for raer metals.

esmerilado
It is an inflection of grinding.  It means turn translucent, polished with a grinding wheel.  Glass polishing with Emery. 
Matte and translucent glass.

esmero
It means eagerness effort, dedication, consecration, application, judgment with which they execute the activities. 

esmirriada
It means skinny, very thin, bony, starving, malnourished, squalid.  Hungry, hungry, needy.  Anxious. 

esmirriado
In Colombia used as synonym of thin, fatigued, lean, skeletal, stunted, enclenque, squalid, canijo, sick.

esmorzaret
Lunch at noon or in the early afternoon.  Lunch.  Although the word translates to lunch, the reality is that for Valencians it
is earlier (9 to 11) and more abundant. 

esmostolar
Esmotolar is the same as desmotolarse. In Colombia to the head also tell motola. Sticking a super, give it a whack,
clubbing, is fall and suffer damage to the body, especially on the head. Esnucarse, leave is wake is, flinging it,
apachurrar be, pinching. Give a guarapazo.

esmuir
It is a term used in farming or agronomy.  It means take a branch and shake so that you fall fruits or leaves it to harvest
them.

esncia
takes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Essence" being its meaning:<br>Features essential and
necessary to be what we are. Perfume, extract or concentrate of a substance. The most pure, refined or fine any thing.

esneider
Sneider or Sneyder is also used.  It is a male name of Germanic origin and means tailor, the one who makes or
arranges the dresses. 

esneyder
esneyder is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Esneyder; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Esneyder is
a name of Germanic origin male and means tailor. The names Wikia, Sneyder, Sneider and Neider are variants.

esnobismo
It means pedantry, presumption, cheesy.  Tendency to practice or use what is not natural to you.  Affectation , acquired .



esodermo
It means inside the skin.  It is the name given to the inner membrane of insects.  L apalbra has two lexical components
of Greek origin which are: the prefix eso- (inside), and derma (skin). 

espabilar
In Colombia is the action of neglecting for a moment, the momentary dream.  Wake is, learn, capture.  Also means
teaching training fall, spurring, lighten, enliven, Eaglets, asusar.  Amodorrar be, fall asleep,

espabilarse
Means to be alert, vigilant.  Wake up, mind you, learn, understand, capture, understand, figuring out how.

espachurrarse
In Colombia it means crush is, apachurrar is.  pinch it.  Grind any part of the body with something heavy.

espadaña amarilla
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is the same yellow lily, yellow lily, acoro, fleur-de-lis.  Its scientific name is
Iris pseudacorus and it belongs to the Iridaceae family. 

espadilla
Sword diminutive.  It is the name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of Castellón (Valencian Community).  It is a
red sword-shaped badge worn by the Knights of the Military Order of Santiago.  Needle or pin made of ivory, carey or
metal that women used to collect their hair.  It is also a tool used to sword hemp.  Tascador, macer.

espagiria
It is the name given to the production of medicinal plant-based medicines and through alchemy processes.

espaguetada
In Colombia is a gathering of friends or relatives to eat spaghetti.  Sorry to meet.  Everyone prepares the spaghetti to
your tastes, choose the ingredients that most likes, served only in each dish portion of spaghetti to the date.

espais
In Colombia we tell them spaces to shoes to practice athletics in speed.

espaldar
In Colombia back on a chair, sofa, poltrona or stool.  Part of the chair to support the back.  Back of a construction.

espamear
It is sending minor information or trash via email.  Send spams or spaames. 

espampanar
The correct term is trimming.  In Colombia means show beautiful, shiny, shocking, phenomenal, admirable, marvelous,
wonderful.  Dazzle, amaze, astonish, impact, fascinate.  It also cut the pampana cluster of banana, banana or banana. 
Outspoken, openly.



espanchurrao
It means compressed, crushed, appeased.  It's browned. 

espanglés
It is a colloquial and popular mixture of Spanish and English, languages which has developed in United States Latin
colonies and is used in colloquial way in many parts of Latin America.  Espangish or Spanglish.  One of the more
colloquial phrases is "Open the window, pa' among the air" or "I am very happy".

espantabruixes
You mean scarecrow.  It is a term of the Catalan language. 

espantajo
You want to say ugly thing and that scares.  Puppet, scarecrow, eyesore, marionette, grotesque, Phantom, coconut,
horror.

espantar
In Colombia it means scare, causing fear, cause panic.  Away, withdraw, panic, impress, horrify, scare, scare, scare,
eject.

espanto
It can mean spirit, soul, ghost.  Scare inflection which means scaring, impressing, burying, frightening, horrifying.  It can
also mean zooming out, driving away, expelling, rejecting. 

espanzurrar
espanzurrar is incorrectly written, and should be written as Despanzurrar.  being its meaning: in Colombia use more
word despanzurrar.  It means espichar, crush, pinch, gut, apachurrar, it despachurra, remove the viscera of the belly
(usually a bird)

españa
It is the name of a European country, whose capital is Madrid.  It is a surname in America, of Spanish origin.

español
It means from, alocal, resident in Spain or related to Spain.  Name of a Spanish football team.  Espanyol.  It is also the
name of football teams in Mexico, Uruguay and Argentina.  It is also the surname of an Entomologist born in Spain.  His
name is Francesc Español Coll .  Name of the second most spoken language in the world, also called Spanish.

espar
In Spain it is a surname of Catalan origin.  Last name of a former Catalan handball player and coach, known as Xesco
Espar (His full name is Francesc "Xesco" Espar Moya).  Last name of two players of the Olympic water polo team of
Spain, called Anna Espar and Clara Espar (daughters of Xesco).  In Puerto Rico it is a deformation of the word sperm,
which is a way to call a candle, velon or candil.

esparabel
The correct term is esparavel, with v.  It is one of the names that receives a type of circular network, used by river
fishermen, swamps and lagoons.  It is also called tarraya or atarraya.  It can also be a kind of wooden pallet or flat wheel



with a handle that is used by work masters to mix cement. 

esparcio
esparcio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Scattered" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is spread. It
is a turning-point spread. It means water, distribute, sprinkle, disseminate, desperdigar, extend, disperse.

esparteína
It is the name of an alkaloid found in many plants of the Fabaceae family.  Its presence is frequent in the genera
Lupinus, Cytisus, Baptisia, Genista, Sophora and Ammodendron.  It is also found in plants of the genus Pelargonium, of
the family Geraniaceae.  It has medicinal and cosmetic uses. 

espastico
The correct term is spastic, always with tilde.  It means that it is the product of a spasm or is relative to spasticity. 
Relative to a spasm.  In medicine is a muscle hypertonia of brain origin that manifests itself by spasms.  It can be, for
example, a yawn class.

espata
In Botany it is a type of baror or flower lagoon wrap, especially those of plants of the Araceae family.  They have the
appearance of the handle of a sword.

espatifilo
It is the Spanishization of the term Spathiphyllum .  It is the name of a genus of plants in the family Araceae.  It is one of
the common names of a plant of beautiful flowers.  We also know them as cartridges, the cradle of Moses, the wind
candle, the flower of peace.   Flower that looks like a sword.

espádice
In Botany it is a type of flower that is shaped like a fleshy spike or sword.  It is the flower type of many plants of the
Araceae family.

espádices
Spadice Plural .  In Botany it is a type of flower that is shaped like a fleshy spike or sword.  It is the type of flower of
many plants in the Araceae family. 

espátula
A variously shaped utensil, almost always consisting of a sharp plate, plate or sheet and a handle, and used to scrape or
rub certain surfaces.  There are metal and plastic materials.  In some parts they are also called paddles or scrapers. 
There are also some used in printing presses that serve to properly distribute the ink and other special ones used by
painters.  In biology it is also the common name for a type of wading bird. 

espátulas vómicas
They are elongated, spatulate and curved implements that are used to induce vomiting before indigenous rituals.  This
practice is performed to "purify the body", leaving the stomach empty, which allows the officiant to be impacted with
greater effect by hallucinogenic dreds and facilitates rapid entry into trance.  They are usually made with manatee rib
bones. 



especes
It is a French word, used in biology, which in Spanish means species.

especia
It is a type of seasoning that is used to give better flavor to meals.  It is usually an aromatic plant substance.  They can
be seeds or bark macerated and treated. 

espectro
In Colombia is used as synonymous with apparition appeared, Ghost, spirit, soul, vision bogey, bogey.  Gaunt, decaida
and extremely thin.  Corpse.  Anything that cannot be categorized or graduate, is the range of possibilities ranging from
the maximum range, to a minimum. It is also a fan, amplitude, bandwidth, range, gradation.

espejo
Sheet of glass that is covered with a layer of whipping that serves to reflect images.  Toilet utensil.  In Colombia it is a
surname of Spanish origin.  It is also a way to call someone worthy of emulation, which is a good example.  In Spain it is
the name of a town in the Province of Córdoba, in Andalusia. 

espejo
Glass sheet that coats a layer of azogue that serves to reflect images.  Toilet utensil.  In Colombia it is a surname of
Spanish origin.  It's also a way to call someone worthy of emulation, which is a good example.

espejuelo
Derived and despective of mirror .  In ancient times it was the same as glasses or glasses.  It was used more in plural. 
In Colombia it is also a kind of sweet, usually guava.  It can also mean decoy, bait.  Crystallized plaster layer. 

espejuelos
Plural mirror .  It can mean glasses, glasses, glasses.  It can also mean baits or lures. 

espeleogia
The correct term is caving.  It is the science that is dedicated to the study of the origin of the caves or caves, their flora
and fauna.  It is also the name of the activity of exploring caverns and underground chambers.

espeleología
It is the science that is dedicated to the integral study of caves, grottoes or caverns.  Science of the speleologist . 

espeleóloga
Person who likes to visit or explore caves, caves or caves.  Woman who practices caving.

espeleólogo
Person who likes to visit or explore caves, caves or caves.  Man who practices caving.

espelma
It means melted or warmed candle wax.  It is used to keep the jams current for longer.  It is also the popular way the
word sperm is pronounced by many inhabitants of the Caribbean region. 



espelotar
espelotar is incorrectly written and it should be written as messed.  being its meaning: in Colombia used term is messed.
 It means arming the chaos, mess up, puzzle, bundling, disorganize, desbarajustar, anarquizar, derange.  Assemble the
despelote.

espelón
It is a term from the maya language (x´pelon), which means black beans.  The term is used in the State of Yucatán,
Mexico.  Other common names such as: Yorimon, yorimun, cow bean, pea, barroso, Chinese bean, cowpea, veneer,
chicharillo.  Scientific name Vigna unguiculata, of the Fabacea family.

espelta
It is a variety of wheat, with scientific name Triticum spelta.  Referred to as wheat spelt, einkorn greater, greater spelt or
spelt wheat.  It is a hybrid of wild spelt (Tritucum abiotic).  It has a coarser grit.  It is cultivated in the Iberian Peninsula
from about 5000 years ago.

espeluznante
It means that it causes a lot of fear to the point of making your hair stand on end.  It means that it produces dread, that it
is overwhelming, shocking, frightening, chilling. 

espenzuela
It is a diminutive and contemptuous of espensa in Asturian language (expense in Spanish), which means spending,
costs, emoluments.  In South America, is a laxative preparation to cooking some fruits.  Laxative home.

espera sentado
It means that it should be expected with calm and tranquility that is going to do is delayed, missing long enough so that
treats you.

esperanza
Second theological virtue (the others are Faith and Charity).  A woman's name of a Latin origin and it means the one
who trusts in God.  It is a mood in which you have good expectations so you want it to happen.

espercojao
It is a typical expression of Granada, which means extremely clean.  Unpolluted.  limpid.  Grotesque .  That it is not pork,
that it is not dirty. 

espercudio
espercudio is incorrectly written and should be written as Espercudio or better despercudió.  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is espercudio.  It is an inflection of espercudirse, which means clean, bathe.  The term most used in
Colombia is despercudió.  It means very clean, newly neat and the verb is to clean it.   Removed the scab, the grime
and dirt.

esperma
In Colombia is a way of calling a candle.  Also in Colombia is a form of call of seminal fluid or semen.  It is a fatty
substance that is extracted from sperm whales and other cetaceans older.  Waxy substance which is used to make
candles, candles and oil lamps.



espermaquía
It means the first men's ejaculation.  It is the arrival of sperm production in men.  It usually occurs at about age 12, and is
almost always involuntary during a dream.  Scope of men's sexual development.  Home of ejaculations.

espermicida
It is a substance that is used as a method of birth control and has the function of preventing sperm from reaching the
egg.   It can work by blocking the cervix or slowing sperm mobility.

esperón
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Surname of Mexican actor and musician named Manuel Esperón.  Surname of
Argentine footballer named Ezequiel Esperón .  It is also the name given to a stone that is used to mutiny a scythe.  A
sharp piece worn by some sailboats on the bow. 

esperpento
It refers to something very ugly, bad appearance, which is not pleasant to the eye.  Done something wrong or poorly
developed.  In Colombia is synonymous with marionette, eyesore, scarecrow, birria, facha.

esperreque
It means rag, rag, useless and worthless thing.  Person enclenque, skinny, weak, sickly, stunted, emaciated, enteco,
flimsy, canijo, tilico.

espesura
It is the quality of thick or dense.  In Colombia it is also used as a synonym for jungle, manigua, forest or very dense
mountain.  Forest, weed, scrub.

espetado
It's an inflection to speculate.  It means getting tough, firm or stiff.  Stretch, stand up.  Speak hard, firmly or rigidly. 
Pronounce things that may annoy or annoy someone else.  It is also to brag, puncture or place a piece of meat on the
grill.  Speak harshly and convincedly.  Vociferar.  Hard, stiff, stretched, firm, upright. 

espetar
Mean get hard, firm or stiff.  Talk about hard, with strength or stiffness.   How to pronounce things that other can disturb
or annoy.  It is also a thread, click or put a piece of meat on the grill.  Speak with toughness and conviction.  Shout.

espeto
Inflection of spitting.  It means to ering, pricking, chuzar .  Action or effect of spitting.  Chuzo or rod with which the meats
are keeped on the grill. 

espiamos
It's a turning point of spying.  It means watching, watching stealthily, stalking.  It also means glimpse, listen, investigate. 
It means obtaining secret information trying not to be detected. 

espiando
Inflection of spying which means to glimpse, to listen, to investigate, to observe.  Illegally obtain military, industrial or
scientific information, for the purpose of harming another or obtaining benefits.  Listening, observing, watching,



investigating, glimpsing. 

espiar
Try to get information secretly or surreptitiously.  Watching, listening, investigate, observe.  Obtaining illegally
information military, industrial or scientific purposes of harm to another or make a profit.

espichado
In Colombia it is inflection to spy.  It means crushing, pressing, compressing, compacting.  Crushed, oppressed,
compacted, compressed.  It can also mean deceased, dead, fined. 

espichar
In Colombia it has several different meanings.  One means to press, compress, crush.  Another meaning is to leave, to
go out, to move.  It can also mean itching, pricking, punching, hurting.  In addition, it can mean to die, to fend, to die, to
expire. 

espiche
In Colombia it is an inflection of splice, which has several meanings.  It means press, compress, crush.  In Bogota it is
also used to say leave, retire, get away.  It can also mean pricking, puncturing, itching, wounding or touching with
something pointed or dying, dying, fenscer, expiring.

espicula
The correct term is spicle, with tilde.  It is the accessory genital organ located in the tail of some nematodes. 
Penetration organ .  It is also the name given to calcareous bodies in the form of spikes or needles, which have some
corals.  They are also called scleritas.

espiga
It is a type of flower of grass plants.  Inflorescence, panicle or panicle.

espigada
It has good harvest of spikes.  With lots of spikes.  In reference to a cereal crop, full of spikes, with lots of grain.  In
Colombia it also means tall, gallant, slender, developed, grown. 

espigadas
It means high.  very high, which stand out for their height.  It can also mean that they look like spikes or that they are
long and thin.  Plural of spiked . 

espigado
In reference to a cereal crops, full of spikes in grain harvest.  In Colombia it also means high, gallardo, slender,
developed, grown.

espigal
You can refer to a site where there are many spikes.  It can also be called a spy. 

espilingar



It is the same as chilinguiar, hang, hang, suspend.

espina
In Colombia is synonymous with needle, needle, punch, sliver, skewer, tip and needle.  Thin bone of a fish.  Also used
as a synonym for spine, backbone.  In some cases used to signify concern, uncertainty, doubt, mistrust, suspicion,
suspicion.  Named after a beautiful Colombian vallenato song.

espinaca baby
Name given to tiny spinach.  Tender or small spinach.  Type of spinach that is special for salads or sandwiches. 

espinal
It can mean relative to the marrow or spine.  Land where thorns (thorny plants) abound.  It is also a surname of Spanish
origin.  Name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Tolima. 

espinela
In Mineralogy it is the name of a mineral that is essentially a magnesium oxide and aluminum.  Crystallized ruby-like
mineral.  Relative to Espinel.  In literature a type of verse or poetry.  tenth.  . 

espinilla
In Colombia we say Shin to the front of the leg, front of the tibia and the fibula.  Bobbin.  It is also a small accumulation
of fat that hides a pore usually the nose or face.

espinosa
It means it has thorns or skewers.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin and also Jewish.  It is native to the
Shire of Merindades, in the Province of Burgos.  There are also the surnames Spinoza , Espíndola and Espínola with
the same origin. 

espinosos
It means they have thorns.  Pointed, sharp, spiny.  By extension can mean difficult, difficult, arduous, hard-working,
complicated, intricate. 

espirales
It means curves, turns, helices, curls, snails, cachumbos, loop, loop.  It is the plural of spiral.  It is a closed curve line
which will progressively your radio into a point.

espiritismo
It is a practice that consists of communicating with the spirits through a medium. 

espiritista
Person who practices spiritualism.  Animist.  Person who claims to communicate with spirits or souls.  That
communicates with the dead. 

espironema
In Botany it is the name of a plant endemic to Central America. It is succulent, peremnifolia and ornamental.  Its



scientific name is Callisia warszewicziana.  It belongs to the family Commelinaceae.  It also receives other names :
dragoncito , tripogandra , dragozinho .

espita
It is a type of valve or chin, which is used in barrels.  It is tube-shaped and opens with a special type wrench.  Valve,
chin, faucet, key.

espías
The correct term is spies, without tilde.  It's a turning point of spying.  It means observing, watching, listening,
investigating.  It can also mean dragging, pulling, pulling.  Plural of spy .  Secret agents working camouflaged in another
country. 

espíritu
It can mean ghost, appearance, elf, body or soul.  It also means intent, principle, substance, foundation, energy, verve.

esplacnáceas
It is the Spanishization of the technical term of Biology and Botany Splachnaceae.  It's the name of a moss family.  They
reproduce by spores, using insects.  They are entomophilic plants and coprophiles.

esplacno
It is a Greek prefix ( splagkhnon ) which means viscera.  With this prefix we can form the word Spurcnology, which in
Medicine and Anatomy is the study of the viscera of the abdominal cavity.

esplacnologia
In Veterinary Medicine, it is the science that is dedicated to the study of the viscera of the thoracic and abdominal
cavities of animals.

esplendor
It is to achieve the maximum development, greatness, intensity and perfection.  That stands out much, it stands out,
which is splendid, which has greater visibility.  Glitter, glow, blink, glare, brightness, celebrity, gloss, fame, grandeur,
luxury, magnificence, magnificence, development, boom, boom.

espléndida
It is a qualifying adjective which means that you have, cause or radiates much glow.  Magnificent, splendid, wonderful,
Super, superb, regia, wasteful, giving, generous, detached, bright, grandeur, luxury, sumptuous.

espolear
It is the action that indicates applying the Spurs to a horse.  It is inciting or fustigar.  Among fighting cocks, attack with
the Spurs.  Prick, puncture, stimulate, fustigar, harass, incite, espolonear, encourage, enliven, fuelling.

espoliche
Mozo or lackey who walks next to his master's cavalry.  Walker.  Also heel, blow given on the buttocks with the foot. 

espolón



In Colombia means tajamar (dam of rocks or concrete walls reinforced built to cut the swell of the sea).  Rivers also
installed to control and maintain the runway.  Jarillon.  Spur, finger that goes backwards in the galliformes birds. 
Artificial spur large and sharp, usually of carey and sometimes metal, that fits a weapon to the fighting cocks (in many
Sumatra is forbidden use them).  Abnormal calcification in the heel.

espolvorear
In Colombia it is to spread a powder on something.  It is usually a term used in gastronomy or bakery.  It may refer to
spreading sugar, cinnamon powder, wheat flour or any other ingredient in powder or flour.  Some agricultural or
agrochemical inputs that are dry powders may also be sprinkled.

esponja
It is an invertebrate animal of the porifero type.  It lives in colonies.  Porous and elastic dough that serves to absorb. 
Toilet and kitchen element.  It is also synonymous with foam.  Inflection of fluff.  It means inflate, swell or enlarge.

esponjar
In Colombia it's turning something fluffy.  Give it sponge appearance.  Make something less consistent or soften it, make
it porous or inconsistent.  Soften, lighten, afofar.

esponjarse
In Colombia: Angry, irritated, marginalise it, rage, inflate, swell, blown out.

esponsales
Pre-marriage agreement.  relating to marriage or the marriage ceremony. 

espontáneo
It means natural, simple, sincere, frank, free.  It can also mean machine, automatic, unconscious, reflex, instinctive. 
That is done without thinking.  Involuntary, sudden, sudden.  That arises from one moment to the next.  Unexpected.  In
Tauromáquia, person of the public that enters the square and makes several capoteos to the bull. 

esporádico
It means it happens a few times.  It is not repeated frequently.  Eventual, unexpected, accidental, casual, occasional,
unforeseen, sporadic.  In Medicine, badly rare, it is not due to epidemic or pandemic, which is not the product of an
outbreak or contagion. 

esporozoos
Class of Protozoa.  It is a group of single-celled parasitic microorganisms, which are reproduced sexually and by
Sporulation.  They lack cilia and flagella and belong to the Sporozoa class.

esposa
It is the role of women in marriage.  Partner, woman, spouse.  Shackle is an element of ring shape that is placed on
each of the hands of a detainee and that is attached to a similar one with a short chain.  Consort, rib, couple.  Married
woman.  Inflection of wifery, which means to marry, to marry. 

esposos
It's the same as spouses.  Husband and wife.  Couple united in marriage.  Couple, marriage.  Plural of husbands,



husbands.

espóndilo
In medicine it is a way of calling each of the bones that make up the spine or spine.  The word has Greek and Latin
origins and means vertebra.  Small articulated bone that is part of the spine. 

espóndilos
It is the plural of espondilo or espondil.  In anatomy is each of the bones that make up the spinal cord or spinal column. 
Vertebrae.

esprínter
Cyclist specialized in sprints ( or sprints ).  It means sprinter, finisher.  It is a type of athlete or sportsman (more than any
cyclist) who trains for speed tests and especially to acquire great speed in the final meters of the competition.   In
Athletics is considered a sprinter, but not a sprinter who runs short distances such as 100, 200 and 400 meters.  In
Cycling are sprinters who participate in Pure Speed, 200 meters thrown, Keirin or 1000 meters.  A sprinter can acquire
very high speeds in the last 20 meters of a competition. 

espuela
Sharp attachment of boots placed on the heels in order to puncture the ijares of the horse.  It is also a very sharp
attachment of metal or tortoiseshell which is placed at the fighting cocks.  Bump that comes to the roosters in the legs
and serves them as a defense.  In Colombia in a colloquial way it means field, experience, knowledge, knowledge. 
RAM, punch.

espuerta
It means basket, basket, zoncho, cuévano, bench.  Container made with esparto that serves to load things, especially
fruits or market .

espuertas
Baskets is the plural of donkey.  It means basket, basket, basket, capacho, cuevano.

espulgar
It is the activity carried out by many apes or monkeys and some consistent human in removing insects from their bodies
or hair, especially fleas or lice.  It is the activity search, extract or remove fleas or lice.  It also means investigate, find
out, investigate, scrutinize, inspect, search, explore.

espumantes
Plural of foaming .  It means that it produces foam or that generates bubbles.

espumógeno
It is the name given to an element that when mixed with water and air generates foams.  It is very useful for the
production of fire extinguishers for fire control.  They can be of chemical or mechanical origin. 

espurea
It means that it is not legal, it's a fraud.  Illegal, fraudulent, false, illegitimate, bastard, counterfeit, adulterated, chiviada. 
Spurious.



espurgar
The correct term is to expunge, with x.  It means redeeming, delete something which it considers wrong, annoying or
offensive in a printed text.  Atone, purge, forgive, wash, repair, purify.

espurio
It means illegitimate, bastard, fraudulent, fake, fake, adulterated.  It's not original or it's not authentic.

espurniar
It is a climatological phenomenon.  It is rain gently, drizzle, usually sleet.  Breeze sleet . 

esputar
It means spitting, tearing or tearing phlegm and throwing it out of the mouth. 

esputo
It means secretion or sputum from the respiratory tract.  Phlegm that is expelled at one time.  Froghoppers, escupitina,
spit, phlegm, gargajo.

espúrea
It means it's not authentic, it's not original.  False, illegitimate.

esqueje
Also called stake.  It is a system of manual reproduction or propagation of plants.  It consists of cutting a part of the stem
or branch that has buds and is sown separately, until roots come out and transplanted.  In Colombia we also say by little
boy.

esquelético
Any tell very skinny, bones.  Bony, starved, malnourished, anemic.  That their structures, single look frame /referido to a
building or a building, without roofs or facades.

esqueléticos
It means very skinny, bony, malnourished.  They have the appearance of skeletons.  Emaciated. 

esquiable
It means that on this terrain covered with snow or ice you can practice the sport of skiing safely. 

esquiafobia
It means that he fears or hates the shadows.  That he is frightened by shadows. 

esquiate
It is the name of a soup or stew typical Mexican prepared either with ground toasted corn (hard) or corn mush, gruel that
add flowers and herbs, giving it a greenish color.  They also say hesquite or isquite.

esquife



It is the same as caique.  It is a type of light boat, without an ocuriara canoe-like covering.  It was used to make the
landing or approach of older ships or galleys.

esquilmado
Inflection of skimming that means stealing, leaving with nothing.  Depleted, means victim of a robbery. 

esquilmar
It means harvesting, take advantage, collect, exploit, exploit, exhausting, razing.  In figurative way Rob, squeeze,
swindle, bleed.

esquilo
The name of the first great representative of Greek tragedy, predecessor of Sophocles and Euripides.

esquilones
It is the plural of esquilón. It is each strand of hair or wool that is cut to the sheep when you are shearing it.
Esquila.esquilon is also the augmentative of shearing, which is the campaign or cowbell which is placed in the neck the
sheep to know its location.

esquimal
Inhabitants of the poles or the Arctic.   Blistering and jumpsuit costume used by babies.  Romper.

esquimo
It is another way of calling the flower of the olive or the olive tree.  Flowering of the olive tree .  Rapa , cadillo , plot . 

esquinazo
esquinazo is incorrectly written and it should be written as a coup.  being its meaning: swipe that occurs with the edge or
corner of a wall or wall, any piece of furniture.

esquipin
English Skipping. It is a distortion of the English word widely used in Spain and South America ( Colombia and Argentina
). The exercise run in short strides raising the knees makes reference. Is almost jogging on the spot by raising the
knees.

esquire
It is a word which in English means Don (title of Sir, respected Lord or Knight, indicating respect).  Elegant way to call a
man.  It also means escudero.

esquirla
It is a piece or fragment of hard material that has been broken violently and usually by an explosion.  It can be wood,
pasta or metal.  Splinter, indigo, fragment. 

esquirol
He is a hard-working individual, who runs counter to fellow workers who are on strike.  Krumiro , sold , given away ,
strikebreaker , ?? yellow , ram ??? or crumiro .  Name of a municipality or locality of Barcelona .  It is a surname of



French origin.  Surname of a French psychiatrist, named Jean Étienne Dominique Esquirol, who worked in Paris at the
Hospital de la Pitié-Salpêtrière clinic. 

esquisto
In Geology and Mineralogy is the name of a mineral, more accurately a metamorphic rock, of laminar structure.  It is the
result of a clay under great pressure.

esquivan
It is an inflection of Dodge. It means avoid, Shun, evade, refuse, sort, ignore.

esrar hasta la bandera
The correct phrase is "be up to the flags".  It means that the crowd goes beyond the capacity of the venue where.  That
is very full, full, full, crowded, crowded, crowded, crowded, overwhelmed,

esselen
It was the name given to an Indigenous American people who settled on the Carmel River and Arroyo Seco, in the
vicinity of the Mountains of St. Lucia.  it is a spar populous area of California and is known as Big Sur.  The Esselens
were displaced by the Ohlone of san Francisco Bay. 

esta canijo
This canijo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "canijo." being its meaning:<br>In Mexico it is canijo,
meaning: weak, sickly. In Colombia " this canijo " means this Coya, this little boy ( referring to the folly, the discomfort
that generates being as restless ). Restless, foolish, awkward, annoying.

estables
Plural of stable.  It means firm, fixed, motionless, rooted, safe, balanced, unalterable, durable, permanent.

establo
In Colombia is a shed where livestock is kept at night.  Stall.

estabo
It is the name of a Swedish town located near Stockholm. 

estabulación
It is the action or effect of lairaged.  It means locking up or put the animals in a stable.  Confinement of animals in a
shelter to protect them from the inclement weather.

estaca
In Colombia is a piece of wood tipped to nail on the ground.  Launches, branch, stick, stick, tip.  It is also an inflection of
staking is what nailed a tip or splinter of wood and also stay static, still, rigid.

estacada
In the sport of skating it is the action by which a skater lengthens a leg forward to try to pass a skate at the finish line
first.  Estacata is also used.  Set of newly nailed stakes (it can be in a fence or in a crop that is sown by that agronomic



method. 

estacional
It means that it is relative to the seasons.  It means that it is temporary.  which occurs only for a certain time. 

estacón
It's a stake augmentative.  In Colombia, especially in the Eastern Plains, post for close.  Large stake.

estaderto
estaderto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Estadero" as meaning:<br>I think that the question is Estadero.
 In Colombia is another way of calling the restaurants that are along a path.  Fondas, Almorzaderos.

estadio
In biology means stage, period, phase, part of a metamorphosis.  Ancient measure of length which was equivalent to
about 125 meters.  The eighth part of a kilometer.  Enclosure closed with bleachers, where usually you can practice
sports like football, baseball or rugby outfit.  Coliseum, field, field, track, enclosure.

estadista
A scholar in state affairs.  Ruler, political leader, guide.  President. 

estadisticas
The correct term is statistics, with accent and is the plural of statistic.  Data that are in tables and allow to make
calculations of various types.  It is the branch of mathematics that allows you to use or to analyze data from a sample or
population.  Census counts, computations, calculations, records, lists, comparisons, patterns.

estado de coma
It is a vegetative state of a person, where he only breathes and has blood circulation, but he lacks the senses.  At
present, medically it can be induced, to achieve a better recovery of a patient.

estado de sitio
It is an exceptional state that many Colombian governments used to try to maintain the management of public order. 
This measure has also been applied in other countries, such as Argentina, Chile, China, Peru, Spain, Mexico and
Bolivia.  Equivalent to State of War.  It grants special powers to the armed forces and leaves constitutional guarantees
on suspense, allowing and facilitating acts of repression. 

estados unidos
It means States or Governments who are working or living sister.  The Union of several States.  Name who have
received several countries which resulted from the union of several States, some of which already changed their name
(Brazil, Colombia, Venezuela and Belgium) and others who still have it (Mexico and United States of America). 
Geographically it is the name of a country made up of 50 States and a district, which is located in North America and
whose Capital is Washington.  There was also the project of creating the United States of Latin Africa.

estadual
It means relative to the states that make up a federal country.  States of a federation or confederation.  From the states. 
Federated , Federative .



estafadoras
Plural of scammer.  It means swindlers, tricksters, thieves, blackmailers, rasptics, liars.

estafas
Plural of scam.  It is a crime which deceives a person, causing economic losses.  Fraud, scam, theft, deception,
dispossession and trap.

estafilino
It means relating to the palate, uvula or chime anatomy.  The pharynx muscle. A group of insects known as the
wandering dung beetles.

estajar
Estajar is weight loss, reduce the thickness of a sheet of metal, usually of iron.

estalactitas
They are calcareous, conical and pointed formations that hang from the ceilings in caves of natural origin.  They occur in
wet soils with high content of carbonated water that evaporates.

estalaje
It means very dirty and unpleasant appearance or appearance.  Very unpleasant presentation.  Dirt, appearance,
appearance, presentation.

estameña
It's another way of calling a fabric known as ethanmine.  It is a type of thick yarn fabric with a rustic appearance.  Wool
or worsted woven fabric. 

estamina
Physical strength for endurance.  Ability to resist illness or fatigue.  Endure exhaustion.  Vigor, polenta, endurance,
endurance. 

estamos fritos
It is a colloquial expression used in Colombia to denote that we lost, that there is nothing to do.  We lost.

estamosfritos
"We're fried" is a slang Colombian expression which means that something went, bad, that hurts us.  Irreversible,
irreparable, irreversible, inexorably, lost, fatal.

estampado
It means that it has drawings or decorative engravings on top (referring to a cloth).  It means that it has been made with
a mold and printed or applied under pressure on a fabric or canvas.  The process by which an inked iron or matrix is
applied to a fabric. 

estampida
It means unbridled race of cattle.  Barajuste.



estampido
Thunderous noise.  Loud, dry noise, usually produced by a gunshot.  Din. 

estampilla
Stamp diminutive .  Stamp.  Figurine or paper clipping containing engravings or printed .  In Colombia we say stamp to a
postage stamp.  We also say stamp to a very persistent person or who sticks to another at all times.  Inseparable
company.

estan como el perro y el gato
It is a slang way of saying that two people are irreconcilable, that they are of tremendous fight. It is most used to say "
they live like dogs and cats " or " such as dogs and cats ". At odds. In the midst of war.

estancarse
In Colombia, it means stop progressing, keep static and at the same level, without improving.  Freeze, immobilized,
stop, encharcar be, back up.

estancionalidad
Having the quality of seasonal. That this subject to the stations, which depends on the seasons. That is seasonally,
which depends on the time.

estandard
The correct term is standard.  It is a anglicism (comes from standard).  You mean pattern, model, reference.  Which is
commonly used or habitual.  Which is what is accustomed or is the current.  Which has the most common features in all.

estanflación
It is a term used in Economics and refers to the worst scenario that may arise.  It consists of the stagnation of economic
development, with an increase in unemployment and accelerated inflation.  During stagflation there are also very high
unemployment rates. 

estantigua
It is a terrifying vision, which produces terror.  Ghostly vision.  That causes dread or dread.  Something that looks very
ugly.  Esperpento , adefesio , espantajo , birria . 

estar a la trinca
In Colombia means to be attentive, be on the move, prevented, security guard.

estar alguien en la pomada
Colombia means to know in depth on a subject and also means belonging to a group of privileged, chosen, to the elite. 

estar alguien hecho un nazareno
Person with multiple wounds bleeding profusely, victim of a beating.  It means hurt, battered, lacerated, beaten.  Made a
Christ.

estar alguien hecho una pavesa



It means exhausted and fragile, exhausted and weak.  He has lost strength, without vigour.  With a great
disappointment. 

estar barado
The correct term in Colombia is "to be stranded" with v .  It means being vacant, jobless, ceased.  It also means having
problems with the car due to mechanical or electrical failures.

estar con el agua en el cuello
It is a colloquial expression to indicate that many problems, which are struggling have.

estar de la olla
It is an expression used in Colombia that means to be left in absolute poverty, to be without economic resources. 
Having problems, finding obstacles and difficulties.

estar de vuelta
It means coming back, coming back.  Have a second chance.

estar en boga
In Colombia, it means being in the curubito, be fashionable, live in the mouth of everyone be excelling in something,
have much reception or acceptance. Look to others. Public knowledge now. Have much notoriety.

estar en calma
Being calm, it means being calm, calm, peaceful.  When it comes to weather aspects, it indicates stillness, that there is
no wind.

estar en capilla
To say that it is the next to receive a severe punishment, or even to be executed.  Threatened.  Colloquially, be on
waiting list, waiting for the turn.

estar en la ruina
It can be a definition of peelor or liquid.

estar en las nubes
the expression " Be in the clouds " It is similar to be elevated, be included, gone, elevated, abstracted, lelo,
self-absorbed.  Another meaning is being in love, focused, self-absorbed, meditative, thoughtful. Believing himself
superior to others, endiosado, vain, believed, cocky, grown, arrogant, proud.

estar en las nuves
34 Colombia; be in clouds " It means encompassed, elevated, gone, lelo, distracted, self-absorbed, self-absorbed,
asleep.

estar en mi mano
The locution " be in my hand, " or have it in my hand, " they mean that the other person is willing to accept what I ask, or
decide. That I fully have their support. Unconditional.



estar en pelota
34 expressions are used in Colombia; be in ball " or " be in ball " to denote nudity, being underdressed, being without
clothes.  We also say be vitilingo, be bare.

estar en una situación boyante
It means not having economic problems.  Have financial solvency.  Economic situation that allows you to live very
comfortably.  Opulence, wealth, fortune, comfort.

estar fregado
In Colombia, it is the same thing that "being in the pot".  Means being in very poor health conditions or economic.

estar groggy
It means dizzy, with dizziness.  In boxing, be about to fall into the canvas, on the verge of the knockout, reeling.

estar hasta la bandera
You want to say in Colombia, very full and saturated, until it stops, filled with tired, weary, copado.  Most used in the
plural to "be up to the flags", to indicate that a stadium, a venue or a bus is crowded.

estar hasta las tetas
It means very full, with the full quota, that there is no field or space to carry or include more.  Full, tuquio, full, filled,
copado, packed, crowded, crowded, crowded

estar hecho un basilisco
You want to tell the person ultimately angry, to exploit.  At risk for someone to become violent.

estar irritado o irritable
Be irritated to say bravo, furious, furious, mad, exasperated.  Irritable to say that easily is he may enrage, with a
tendency to get bravo, malgeniado, easily, irritable, sensitive.

estar muerto de miedo
In Colombia means threatened, intimidated, fearful, timid, aguevado.  In Colombia in a vulgar manner says " cagado
startle ".

estar patas arriba
In Colombia it means messy, revoked.  Chaotic.

estar petado
It means full, full, crowded, crowded (with many people).  Be or feel strong, vigorous, strong, muscular.  Inflection of
petar, which means to like, to please. 

estar por las nuves
In Colombia "be in the clouds" it means encompassed, elevated, gone, distracted, lelo, self-absorbed, self-absorbed. Be
flying, rambling.



estar sobrio
Remain sane, abstemio, in his right mind.  Not having consumed liquor or any drug.  It means moderate, measured,
understated, austere, simple, entire, elegant, weighted, frugal.

estartaso
The correct term is to betazo , with z .  In Colombia it means a strong and dry blow.  It can also mean spark, corrientazo.
 Starting or starting a vehicle.  Start action on the ignition of a vehicle to test the battery. 

estasifobia
It is the irrational and unhealthy fear of standing or walking. 

estatalidad
It means it belongs to or is relative to the state.  Capacity deployed by the state apparatus. 

estaticidad
It means immobility, stillness, paralysis, fixedness, stiffness.  Property of standing still, not moving, paralyzing or giving
rigid as a statue.  Keep Static Property .

estatocisto
It is a georeceptor organ of some living beings (plants or animals).  It makes the body orient itself with respect to the
center of gravity and with it provides the necessary balance in its growth or movement.  It is a sensory organ, which is
basically formed with tiny calcareous particles. 

estatuas
Plural of statue.  It is a carved or sculpted work that resembles a person, a human figure or animal.  It means still, still.  It
also means carving, sculpture, effigy, figure and Idol.

estatuido
It is an inflection of enact.  It means to regulate, order, Decree, extend, regulate, establish a policy or a statute.

estatura
It means size, height.  Measure that is taken to people from the base of the feet to the crown.  Measurement of people
from head to toe. 

estatus
The state of a thing within a frame of reference.  The position occupied by an individual within society.  Favorable
positioning according to a hierarchy or importance.  Level. 

estaurofobia
It is the name of the aversion or fear of crosses and crucifixes.  It is also known as "vampire phobia".  In many people it
happens because they associate a cross with a dead or deceased person. 

estándar
It means that it is the measure that has been taken as the most frequent, most common, the current, the average of an



entire town.

estás cuadrado
In Colombia means you're hired, you are located.  It means that functions, an office has been assigned and it was
agreed the forms of remuneration.  Balance in Colombia is to agree, arrange, agree, agree.

estáticas
It means still, still.  They do not move, they remain in place, still.

esteatofago
It means the one who eats fat, gordana or tallow. 

esteatopigia
It is a condition, more noticeable in women, which accumulates fat in the buttocks, or buttocks.  Caderona and nalgona.

esteatófago
It means you eat fat, tallow, or bacon.  Eating animal fat. 

esteban
Stephen is a male name of Greek origin.  It means the victorious, crowned, laureate.  Name of a Saint of the Catholic
Church.  He was a Deacon of the Early Christian Church of Jerusalem.  He was sentenced to stoning.  His death was
witnessed by Saul of Tarsus (later St. Paul).  The Catholic, Anglican, Lutheran, Eastern Orthodox, Orthodox and Eastern
Nestorian churches venerate St. Stephen. 

estefanía
Estefania is a woman of Greek origin and means well crowned.  It has Alternatively Estefany or Stefany.

estela
Estela or Stella is a woman's name which means the the brilliant star that shines.  It is of Latin origin.  As a noun means
trace, mark, sign, trace, track, memory, sensation.

estelada
It means it has s them, lists, stripes or thin stripes.  In Catalan it means starry.  It is the name given to a flag of Catalan
unity and adopted by the independenceists.  It has a blue triangle with a white star on the left side and the rest are 9 lists
or thin horizontal stripes alternated from yellow and red. 

estelar
It means relative to the stars.  It can also mean that it leaves trace or footprint.  Which marks, he points out.  Which is
very bright, very bright, of the utmost importance. 

esteliano
It means coming from Estelí.  Resident or related to Estelí .  Estelí is the name of a city and a department in Nicaragua. 
Also Estelí , is a Spanish town in Asturias.



estella
Estella ( in Basque, Lizarra; both co-official ) It is a municipality and a Spanish city, located in the Middle West of the
Comunidad Foral de Navarra, head of the merindad, of the party Court No. 1 of Navarra and the region of land
Estella.La town is seated in a large meander of the river Ega, which opens between the mountains that surround it by
what is known as the city of the Ega. It passes through the Camino de Santiago in the stretch between the capital of
Pamplona community, which is 44 km away and the city of Logroño, La Rioja. Estella, Estela or Stella is feminine name,
which means star, or wake ( footprint that leaves a vessel moving in water or light trace of a body which moves in air ).

estema
It's another way to call the Family Tree.  A schema where a person's origins or ancestors are represented. 

esteno-
It is a Greek prefix meaning narrow, snug, compressed, tightened and adjusted.  In biology, it is used to designate
elements, bodies or beings that do not support changes minimal in their living conditions.  It is the opposite of the Euri
prefix, which means wide range of resistance.  The prefix stheno helps us to form the estenotermo Word, that makes
refererncia to animals that do not support minimum temperature changes.

estenopeica
The correct term is snopeic, always with tilde.  It means small or narrow hole.  It's a type of camera that doesn't have a
lens.  Photographic activity that is carried out practically without equipment.  It works with a box or container, which has
a small hole and a photosensitive (light sensitive) material. 

estenostíridos
It is the castilianization of the Stenostiridae.  It is a Latin word that means strong peak.  A new family of birds is proposal,
to classify a part of Monarchidae family Muscicapidae fantail, and is formed by the genus Elminia, Culicicapa,
Chelidorhinx.   They are expert in insects hunting birds during the flight.  You are known as elminias, flycatchers (or
round-leaved sundew) and fans.

estenotermo
Estenotermo is a term from biology that refers to animals or organisms that do not support minimum temperature
changes.  Forms the word with Greek prefixes stenosis which means Strait, snug, compressed, tightened and adjusted
and thermos temperature or heat.  In biology, it is used to designate elements, bodies or beings that do not support
changes minimal in their living conditions.  It is the opposite of the Euri prefix, which means wide range of resistance.

esteñas
Women or people from the udes or residents of Ciudad del Este, in Paraguay.

esteño
It is the way to call the eastern Punta del Este or the Eastern City in Paraguay.  That comes from the east or the east. 
Eastern.

estepa
It means very extensive plain.  Flat land and extensive.  It is a type of biome or training plant, extensive, flat and
primarily herbaceous vegetation.  Ground or flat very extreme weather and little rain.  In Colombia is a surname of
Spanish origin.  Steppe is the name of a municipality in the province of Seville.  It is also another common name for
some plants called Jara (genera Cistus and Halimium family Cistaceae, are herbaceous plants).  There is also another
so-called plant in Spain steppe: is the Hypericum balearicum of the Hipericaceae family, which also receives the names



of wort or St. John's wort in the Balearic Islands.


